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One Safety Solution

Justrite Safety Group offers industrial safety solutions and expert 
advice from our portfolio companies around the world. 

We cover every facet of the industrial safety landscape — from 
the storage, containment and clean-up of hazardous materials to 
motion safety and emergency showers.

Whatever your needs, we can help you build the foundation of a 
safe, productive workplace.
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A Growing Justrite Family
In recent years we have grown, expanding Justrite 
Safety Group through the acquisition of other strong, 
valuable companies. Because of these exciting 
changes, we want to share our story with you—
one of an unrivaled safety portfolio, expertise in 
environmental protection, a global network of brands, 
and a steadfast dedication to our customers’ safety.

Start with the EssentialSM

The essence of our company is captured  
in a new tagline: Start with the Essentialsm.  
At Justrite, everything starts with safety. 
Protecting people, property and the planet  
is our first and greatest responsibility. 
We provide the essential safety products 
you need to protect your workers and workplace. 

Our company logo has recently evolved. 
The new logo honors our heritage in fire safety, 
while reflecting our expertise in containment 
and environmental protection.
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Enhancing Military Safety and Compliance with 
Justrite Safety Solutions
In the dynamic and demanding landscape of the military industry, ensuring safety and regulatory 
compliance is paramount. Justrite Safety Solutions stands as a reliable ally, providing a comprehensive 
range of products designed to meet the unique needs of military operations, from heavy-duty 
essentials built to withstand the most demanding conditions to portable versions that guarantee 
flexibility on the move.

Ensuring the safety of personnel and assets is paramount when dealing 
with chemicals. Justrite offers a range of products designed for the 
safe management of hazardous substances, covering spill containment, 
storage, handling, and dispensing. Explore our diverse solutions to 
effectively minimize risks associated with the handling of hazardous 
materials.

In the military industry, safety extends to ground level, where safety 
mats play a critical role. These mats provide a non-slip surface, reducing 
the risk of accidents and injuries caused by slips or falls, especially in 
areas prone to spills or fluid exposure. Beyond slip resistance, some 
safety mats can offer ergonomic benefits, providing cushioning and 
support to personnel who may be standing for extended periods.

Ensuring the safety of personnel and assets is paramount when dealing 
with chemicals. Justrite offers a range of products designed for the 
safe management of hazardous substances, covering spill containment, 
storage, handling, and dispensing. Explore our diverse solutions to 
effectively minimize risks associated with the handling of hazardous 
materials.

Chemical Safety Solutions

Job-site Safety Solutions

Facility Safety Solutions

NSN Indicator
When you see a      in the first

column of an ordering chart,
it confirms that an NSN number

is available for that product.

*
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Spill Containment
Our comprehensive spill control and environmental portfolio includes 
collapsible berms with drive-through capability, secondary containment pallets, 
accumulation centres and more.

Flexible Spill Containment

The Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® range offers superior protection and 
chemical resistance against the harshest of liquids, including 
petroleum, oils, greases, and most acids to keep personnel and 
the environment protected. Flexible containment berms fold for 
compact storage and can be used indoors or outdoors. Rigid-Lock 
QuickBerms® feature drive-in/drive-out capability for vehicles. 

Drip Pads

Capture small oil leaks and drips before they contaminate the 
ground or create unsafe work surfaces. Great for containing small 
oil drips from leaky vehicles, hydraulic lines, pipes, and drums.

Chemical Safety Solutions

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION COLOUR CAPACITY (L) DIMENSIONS

JENC2850BL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® XT Black 305 per m2

JENM1218BL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® XT Black 677 123 cm x 183 cm

JENM3030BL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® XT Black 2831 305 cm x 305 cm 

JENM3048BL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® XT Black 4527 305 cm x 488 cm 

JENC2851BL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® Black 305 per m2

JEN28518BL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® Black 1798 264.2cm x 264.2cm

JEN28519BL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® Black 2820 325.1cm x 325.1cm

JEN28512BL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® Black 662 142.2cm x 203.2cm

JEN28372YL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® Lite Yellow 451 142.2cm x 203.2cm

JEN28376YL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® Lite Yellow 1204 264.2cm x 264.2cm

JEN28378YL Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® Lite Yellow 1507 264.2cm x 325.1cm

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS NSN PART NUMBER

JEN28458BL Drip Pad 53.3cm x 58.4cm

JEN28459BL Drip Pad 61cm x 91.4cm 4235-01-593-3974

JEN28461BL Drip Pad 76.2cm x 132.1cm
*
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Spill Pallets

Our complete range of spill pallets is designed and tested for the 
safe storage of drums containing chemicals and hazardous or 
polluting liquid substances. Fully compliant, leakproof pallet sump 
has removable, durable deck grating for easy cleanup of spills.

Aerosolv® Aerosol Can Disposal Systems

Turn spent aerosol cans from hazardous waste into non-
hazardous, recyclable steel. System mounts on a 30- or 55-gallon 
drum and accepts standard size aerosol cans. The standard 
system is ideal for many applications; the super system adds 
greater vapor reduction, a counter for easy tracking, and padlock 
for added security.

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION SUMP CAPACITY (L) LOAD CAPACITY (KG)

JEN28625BL EcoPolyBlend™ Spill Control Pallets 250 1134

JEN28637BL EcoPolyBlend™ Spill Control Pallets 276 2268

JEN28629BL EcoPolyBlend™ Spill Control Pallets 284 1701

JEN28674BL EcoPolyBlend™ IBC Pallet 1408 4082

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION

JEN2820200 Aerosolv® Aerosol can Recycling System

JEN2822300 Colour Changing Activated Carbon Cartridge Replacement

JEN2822400 Colour Changing Combination Coalescing/Carbon Filter Replacement

JEN2822800 Colour Changing Combination Coalescing/Carbon Filter Replacement With Check Valve

JEN2823000 Aerosolv® Super System

JEN2822900 Colour Changing Activated Carbon Cartridge Replacement
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ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION CAPACITY (L)

HSHS040KGV Unheated Mobile Safety Shower with Eye/Face Wash 114

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION CAPACITY (L)

HSHM14K1SS Immersion Heated 1500L Tank Shower 1500

HSHJ14K1SS Jacketed and Insulated 1500L Tank Shower 1500

STD-SD-32K/45G Cubicle safety shower with ABS closed bowl eye wash

Emergency Safety Showers

Our emergency safety showers, and eye/face wash units provide the first
line of defense in the event of a chemical splash or accident affecting the eyes 
or skin. Trusted for over 50 years to work first time every time to help reduce 
the possibility of long-term consequences, permanent disability and even death 
caused by chemical spills to the skin or eyes.

Tank Safety Shower

Suitable for use where insufficient water pressure exists or when it is 
impractical to use a plumbed in safety shower.

Mobile Safety Showers

A mobile and temporary solution for areas where a constant water 
supply is unavailable. Provides tepid water in all climates and locations.

Chemical Safety Solutions
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Trusted Reliability & 
Complete Compliance

Models available to comply 
with ANSI American National 
Standards Institute, support 
OSHA requirements, meet 
European standard EN15154, 
and many tested and 
approved by Underwriters 
Laboratories— classified to 
ANSI Z358.1.
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ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION CAPACITY (L) COLOUR

JCN7220120 Type II AccuFlow™ Safety Can 7.5 Red

JCN7250120 Type II AccuFlow™ Safety Can 16mm Hose 19 Red

JCN7250130 Type II AccuFlow™ Safety Can 25.4mm Hose 19 Red

JUT10308RD Safety Plunger Can 4 Red

Chemical Storage
Our hazardous material storage solutions are ideal to store hazardous chemicals 
such as fuels, corrosives, or toxic materials.
 

Flammable Safety Cabinets

Store flammable liquids, corrosives, pesticides and other hazardous 
materials.

Safety Cans

Protect workers and reduce the risk of fire and explosion. Fully 
compliant and FM-approved, Justrite and Eagle safety cans provide 
safe transfer, storage, and dispensing of flammable liquids.

Chemical Safety Solutions

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION CAPACITY (L) COLOUR

JCB8930201 Sure-Grip® EX Classic Safety Cabinet 114 Yellow

JCB8945201 Sure-Grip® EX Classic Safety Cabinet 170 Yellow

JCB8960201 Sure-Grip® EX Classic Safety Cabinet 227 Yellow
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Outdoor Safety Storage

Storing hazardous materials outdoors is crucial for safety and the environment. Our 
Insulated Modular Containers are efficient, dependable and provided maximum safety and 
security when storing hazardous or industrial materials outside.

Insulated Modular Containers

For safely storing hazardous substances and industrial materials 
outdoors, our Insulated Modular Containers are the ideal choice. 
They prevent thermal shock, preserving material properties of 
the items stored inside. With a compact, modular design for easy 
forklift handling, these solutions work well indoors or outdoors. 
They can also be customized in order to meet specific needs with 
tailored systems and accessories.

ITEM NUMBER EXTERNAL 
DIMENSIONS (mm)

INTERNAL 
DIMENSIONS (mm)

COLLECTION 
VOLUME (L)

FEATURES

MCO923IT 3150 x 2350 x 2350 2880 x 2080 x 2000 1000 Insulated

MCO925IT 5150 x 2350 x 2350 4880 x 2080 x 2000 1700 Insulated long-side door

MCO952IT 5150 x 2350 x 2350 4880 x 2080 x 2000 1700 Insulated short-side door

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION

GV343COIB Ventilation grills

RAMCO/280Z Galvanized access ramp (1000 x 960 x 280mm)

SC10 Shelving units of 1000 wide, with three open shelves each measuring 500 mm in depth

SC20 Shelving units of 1000 wide, with three open shelves each measuring 500 mm in depth

II230 Internal explosion-proof lighting ex-d1 x 18 W, 230 V, with external switch

RIH2 Heating 2 KW

RIH4 Heating 4 KW

AD10 Explosion-proof extractor
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Vehicle & Motion Safety
Discover a wide range of safety solutions for all motion-related activities, 
designed to support various vehicle types. Our product lineup features wheel 
chocks, warning whips, cable protectors, and more, ensuring comprehensive 
safety measures for a wide array of vehicles.

Job Site Safety Solutions

Wheel Chocks

Ensure the secure immobilization of vehicles during downtime, 
prioritizing the safety of both equipment and workers. Our 
lightweight chock, crafted from durable impact-absorbing 
urethane, is not only easy to use but also an ideal choice for over-
the-road trucks, trailers, utility vehicles, and heavy equipment.

Aviation Chocks

The original military-style chock-to-chock rope lock system for 
aircraft and aviation equipment. Manufactured from durable but 
lightweight polyurethane which lasts far longest than wooden 
alternatives, never needs painting and eliminates Foreign Object 
Damage (FOD) threats to aircraft.  These chocks are sold in roped 
pairs and are ideal for business, commercial, cargo and military 
aircraft.

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION TIRE 
DIAMETER 
(CM)

GROSS 
OPERATING 
WEIGHT (KG)

DIMENSIONS 
(CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CMCS0002YL MC Series Wheel Chocks 
Heavy Duty

165.1 111132 38.4 x 38.1 6.6

CMCS0005YL MC Series Wheel Chocks 
Heavy Duty

241 387821 56 x 38 x 27 10.8

CMCS0003YL MC Series Wheel Chocks 
Heavy Duty

266.7 249480 45 x 38.7 x 25.4 8.62

CMCS0004YL MC Series Wheel Chocks 
Heavy Duty

419.1 725748 37 x 63 x 41 14.5

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION AIRCRAFT SIZE NSN PART NUMBER

AC4614-LR Aviation Chock with 36 cm in Locking Rope For mid-size to 
large aircraft

1730-01-516-4899

AC6820-QLR Aviation Chock with 50 cm in Looped Locking Rope For large to 
oversized aircraft

1730-01-594-6291

AC6820-QLR-RP-H Aviation Chock w/ Carrying Handle, Rubber Pad & 
50 cm Looped Locking Rope

For large to 
oversized aircraft

1730-01-585-5643

*

*

*
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ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION LOAD CAPACITY

PGDS0007OB Guard Dog® 5 Channel 9,526 kg /Axle

PYJS0001YB Yellow Jacket® 5 Channel 14,787 kg/Axle

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION

WWPS0002OR WARNING WHIP 160CM X FLAG

WWPS000300 HEAVY DUTY SPRING MOUNT

WWPS003500 MAGNETIC MOUNT BASE

Cable Protectors

Create safe access for pedestrians, vehicles and equipment while 
protecting valuable electrical cables, cords and hose lines from 
damage. The modular interlocking design makes setting up and 
dismantling easy.

Warning Whips

Enhance visibility and alert others to the presence of a vehicle, 
equipment or a potential hazard. Provides the highest level of 
visibility and reliability in any weather or working condition.
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Temporary Access Road
Guarantee access in any weather or ground conditions. Engineered to shield 
surfaces from heavy equipment. They offer unbeatable strength while 
minimizing environmental impact. With easy installation and a commitment to 
sustainability, our mats stand as the top choice for protecting and preserving 
both ground and project success.

Job Site Safety Solutions

Ground Protection 

Designed to withstand the most challenging environments. Constructed with high-quality 
materials, these mats offer a robust foundation that ensures safe access for heavy military 
vehicles and equipment across various landscapes, from deserts to marshlands.

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS NSN PART NUMBER

TTMSST03BL TuffTrak® ST TTST 2500 x 3000 x 38mm

TTMSAM01BL AlturnaMat® AM 112 cm x 244 cm

TTMSVM01BL VersaMat® VM 122cm x 244cm

TTMSEM03B EuroMat® TTEM 1200 x 2410 x 12mm 5450-15-018-2244*
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Versatility and Precision

Justrite Safety Group's diverse mat surfaces showcase a commitment to versatility and precision. 
Recognizing that different situations demand different solutions, the range of mat surfaces ensures 
that whether you're navigating through rugged terrains, protecting delicate ecosystems, or creating 
temporary walkways, there's a Justrite Safety Group mat designed to meet your specific needs.

TuffTrak® ST EuroMAT®VersaMAT®AlturnaMAT®
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ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIMENSION

656SFR33BL Cushion Ea se Solid™ Nitrile FR 91cm x 91cm

656SFR00BL Cushion Ease Solid™ Nitrile FR per m2

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIMENSION

661S0033BL Cushion Ease Solid™ ESD Nitrile FR 91cm x 91cm

661S0000BL Cushion Ease Solid™ ESD Nitrile FR per m2

558S0033BL Cushion Ease Solid™ ESD 91cm x 91cm

558S0000BL Cushion Ease Solid™ ESD per m2

Modular Safety Matting for General Use

Can be easily assembled for coverage of large areas or individual 
workstations in any size or shape.

Modular Safety Matting for Welding

Extremely durable to withstand welding sparks and heat. Anti-
fatigue, anti-slip and oil resistant.

Modular Safety Matting for ESD

Designed to mitigate the risks associated with static electricity, 
providing a reliable shield against electrostatic discharges that 
could harm sensitive equipment.

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIMENSION

556S0033BL Cushion Ease Solid™ Modular Matting 91cm x 91cm

556S0000BL Cushion Ease Solid™ Modular Matting per m2

Facility Safety Solutions

Ergonomics & Safety Matting
Anti-fatigue and anti-slip mats are indispensable in the military, alleviating 
physical strain during long hours, reducing the risk of slips in various terrains, 
and ensuring durability in high-traffic areas. Enhancing comfort, safety, and 
adaptability, these mats play a vital role in maintaining the well-being and 
operational efficiency of military personnel.
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ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIMENSION

831R0375BY Switchboard Matting™ Diamond Class 91cm x 22.8m

831C0036BY Switchboard Matting™ Diamond Class 91cm x linm

Switchboarding Matting™

Provide a protective layer, safeguarding workers from potential 
electric shocks and ensuring a secure footing.

Safety Matting for Oily Areas

Safety mats for oily areas offer oil resistance, anti-slip features, 
and durability.

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIMENSION

649S2640OB Safety Stance Solid™ 66cm x 102cm

649S0000BL Safety Stance Solid™ per m2

549S0000BL Safety Stance™ per m2

549S3864OB Safety Stance™ 97cm x 163cm

549S3124OB Safety Stance™ 97cm x 315cm

549S2640OB Safety Stance™ 66cm x 102cm

737R0048YB Diamond Plate Runner™ 122cm x 22.8m

737C0036YB Diamond Plate Runner™ 91cm x linm

737C0048YB Diamond Plate Runner™ 122cm x linm

737R0036YB Diamond Plate Runner™ 91cm x 22.8m
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Smoking Receptacle 

Keep cigarette litter hidden from public view and enhance your
property’s image. An innovative self-extinguishing design safely
collects butts to reduce the risk of fire.

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIMENSION

JSM26800BL Smoker’s Cease Fire® Cigarette-Butt Receptacles Black 41.9cm x 97.8cm

JSM26800BE Smoker’s Cease Fire® Cigarette-Butt Receptacles Beige 41.9cm x 97.8cm

JSM26800TE Smoker’s Cease Fire® Cigarette-Butt Receptacles Terracota 41.9cm x 97.8cm

JSM26800SN Smoker’s Cease Fire® Cigarette-Butt Receptacles Grey 41.9cm x 97.8cm

JSM26827AI Disposable Bucket Liners 45.7cm

Facility Safety Solutions

Enhance your business image and keep entrances clean from 
cigarette litter, with minimal maintenance.
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Our network of local representatives ensures 
prompt and efficient support, whether 
on domestic bases or during international 
deployments. We understand the urgency 
of military missions, and our commitment to 
reliability extends to the timely delivery of 
safety solutions wherever they are needed.

Connect with Us:
For more information on Justrite Safety 
Group's tailored solutions for the military 
industry, please visit our website at www.
buyjustrite.com. Our dedicated team is 
ready to assist you with inquiries, product 
information, and support. Feel free to reach 
out to us via email at SalesEU@justrite.com

Together We Protect What Matters Most

Justrite Safety Group salutes all service 
branches of the Armed Forces—Air Force, Army, 
Coast Guard, Marine Corps, and Navy. We honor 
your service and thank you for protecting us.

Recognizing the unique challenges faced by 
military personnel, Justrite Safety Group 
provides specialized safety and environmental 
protection solutions tailored to the demands 
of military operations. Our commitment 
to ensuring the well-being of those on 
the front lines extends beyond standard 
workplace safety—it encompasses the distinct 
requirements of military missions where 
precision, reliability, and adaptability are 
paramount.
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For over a century, organizations around
the world have relied on Justrite to keep
their workers and workplaces safe. Justrite
provides expert advice and leading industrial
safety solutions to help customers meet—
and exceed—compliance regulations.

To learn more about our full portfolio 
of products, please visit buyjustrite.eu
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